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l. Introduction
' lVith the increase in demand of information

made ofpn-junctions are compared. These

res'lts clearly

security show that the Ptsi.Schottlv SOI MOSFET operated in
and scientific computer simulatiotr, high-quality raadom- the field emission mode contains noise which a,re much
number generators become ofgreat importance. Although higher in signal level thaa the conventional SOI MO$
arithmetic random-number genexation hae been widely FET. It has been confrmed that noise level of the Schotused, physical random-number generators a,re highly re- tky SOI MOSFET$ depends on the workfunction of the
quired to create a high-quality random-number array. contact material. It is noteworthy that the noise chaxMoreover, a generator that is sinple in cfucuit and com- arteristic is not peculiax io Schottlry MOSFETs on SOI

pact in size are required for embedding in a chip.
but was observed also for devices fabricated on bulk Si
Physical random-number generators proposed to date wa,fero.
utilize noise ftom a reeistorl) or a Zener diodd). These
- ^.
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circuit and operation
circuits, however, require a high-gai;;;;o[fi";;
'The
Figure 4 shows the cirorit of the phlsical ra.ndompickup aoise eignal.
higt'-g;"
*.". number
generator using the Schottky SOI MOSFET. An
an undesired cir-cuit operatioi sich as"-pifn".:tl"i
seif-or"iltaUoo rl*.
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In ihis report, we propose a physical ra,ndom-mrmb* lb IOI MoSFETs. A periodic signal is applied to the
generator using reversely-op*rtJ SJ"ttfo-n4<i-S-fii input of the inverter. The output of the irverter drives
triggered inverter. The output of the Schrnidt
ite use of Schittky MobFiT€'4) ;;t-;;th"
;; a Sdrmidt inverter
is connected to subsequent JK Flip
gSg"t.d
log amplifier from generator
fr{ot*uo,; ;;"it*it.
One
is to J and K inputs of the ffrst JK
trol signal ca.n be diectly input
into tfr" J*i* Li""l* llgP:|""tE.
FU.PF oe' This JK Flip-Flop munts the number of clock
source, which can make iUu circ,rit yglv d;i". i;;;
the first report on the use of a tb-ree t*t r"ii a"ri* * pulsee-supplied from an errternal source while the output
the noise source fo, a rando_ numbo o*.rJoi. -- - ofthe Schmidt triggered iuventer is Eigh. The duration of
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We have used an SOI MOSFET whose source a,ud mary invertex contains noiee due to turneling ffeld
emisdrain are composed of PtSi Schottky contacts. The Schot- sion. Therefore the number of clock
by
foks-counted
tky SOI MOSFETs were fabricated using a self-aligned the firsi JK FlipFlop varies accordingio the noise of
the
silicide (salicide) process on SMOX wa,fers. Figure 1 primary inverter. The output of the Schmidt
triggered
shows a cross-sectional view of the fabdcated device. inverter is also feeded to the clock terminal
(CK) o-f the
Figure 2 shows a subthreshold characteristic of the PtSi second JK Flip-Flop. Thus the output
e of the second.
Schotiky SOI-MOSFET. When the gate is negatively bi- JK Flip-Flop determiaes the number of clocks
counted
ased, it turns on similarly to the conventional p-channel duringlhe High rt"t" of the
output of the Schmidt trigMOSFET. Extensive characterization has shown that the gered. inverter is evea or odd.
thermal injection of holes from the source conta,ct to the
In the experimental, a triangular wave of 1 kIIz was
cha^nnel takes place under this bias. On the other hand, input to the
invert"r
irimary
tne p15i SOI
-Th"
when the gate is positively biased, drain current increases MOSFETs.
ftLqn*"y of"o'-foruJor
th; Jock pulse supplied
with the Sate bias' We can clearly see that this current to CK of the ffrst JK fUp-ftop was t nCt".
TUe circontains noise. Under this gate bias, n-channel is formed cuit blocks other thrn thl primary inverter
were conand, therefore, electrons a,re supplied from the PtSi con- structed using standaxd CMbS bgics.
The supply volttact to the channel by the field emission thmugh a rela- age yDD of the circuit was 5 V. r,o. t-p*irorr, pii-""y
high potential-barrier (about 0,9 V). ThiB tunnel- CMOS
"
composed of conventiional pn-junction
lively-in-verter
ing phenomenon Senerates noise in drain current. The SOI-MOSFET
was aLo fabricatea arrJtest"a. f.igu"es
random-nunber generalor being proposed in this work 5(a) and 5(b) show output signals
of the circuits conutilizes this noiee.
structed using Schotiky MOSf,ET and conventionat C_
In Fig. 3, noise levels of the PtSi-Schottky SOI MOS- MOS inverter, respectively. We
can clearly see that the
FET when it is operated i1 fisld pmissiea mode and of circuit constructed using Schottky
SOI MOSFET proa conventional SOI MOSFET whose source/drain are duces a signal whose atit"tlo" ir
varies, while
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the circuit constructed using the conventional MOSFET
produces a regulated signal in terms of pulse duration. It
has been shown that the appea,rance probabilities of the
High and Low states at a constant time interval is equal
within statistical error, which indicates the randomness
of the generated numbers. F\rrther investigation on the
quality of the ra,ndom number is in progress.

4. Conclusion
A new physical-random-number

generator has been
proposed and its operation was demonstrated using PtSiSchottky MOSFETs on SOI. The physics is on the bases
of the field emission of electrons in the Schottky source
MOSFET. The use of a transistor as the noise source can
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conventional SOI n-MOS
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eliminate a high-gain analog amplifier from the circuit
and make the circuit very simple. The circuit can be
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implemented using bulk Si wafers.

Fig. 3: Noise

level of the PtSiSchottky SOI MOSFET as it is compa,red with the conventional (pnjunction) SOI MOSFET and avalanche breakdown
of a pn-junction diode.
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FiS. 4: Circuit diagram of the proposed randomnumber generator. The Schottky MOSFET constructs a primary inverter to produce a randomly
fluctuated pulse widths in conjunction with the subsequent Schmidt triggered inverter.
(a)

Fig. 1:

Scanning electron micrograph showing the
cross-section of a Schottky SOI MOSFET whose
source/drain are made of PtSi. The device was fabricated using a salicide process on a SIMOX wafer.
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Fig. 2:

Subthreshold characteristic of the PtSiSchottky SOI MOSFET. When the gate is positively
biased, i.e. in n-channel operation, noise appea,rs
due to the field emission of electrons from the PtSi
source to the channel. This characteristic is used as
the noise source of the proposed random-generator.
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signals of the random-number generators in which the primary inverter was constructed
using PtSi-Schottky SOI MOSFET (a) and conven-

Fig. 5: Output

tional CMOS (b), showing that the randomly varying pulse duration is produced by using the Schottky
MOSFET.
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